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Current Projects:
To volunteer for existing
project or suggest a project
click here.
• Peer to Peer Mentorship
• Oral History

Events:
Heritage Weekend & Classic:
Las Vegas, 10/5-10/8
NHSA Convention:
Atlanta, 10/13-10/15
Check the Calendar for local events!
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Updates
A Word from your
National Co-Chairs
Announcements and
Housekeeping:
 We are pleased to
announce the winner of the
Application Awareness
Competition: DC Chapter.
Thank you to all who
participated and Congrats
to the DC Chapter!
 The Directory is online!
(check your inbox for
log-in information) There
are also several other
helpful resources. If you
need to update your contact
info, please click here.
 Upcoming National Event:
Our Annual Meeting will
be held in Las Vegas on
October 5th - 9th.
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 Please attend our monthly
working session call- click
here for the minutes of the
meeting and dial in
information.
 Help Wanted: Agorawonderful opportunity to
connect with other alumni
and NHS members while
working on transferable
skills applicable in all
careers. Reach out to the
National Co-Chairs if you
are interested.
 Participation: Thank you
for all who participated in
our engagement survey- we
have set up working groups
to analyze the data and put
your feedback into action!
Noël Giglio & Austin Cooke
National Co- Chairs
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Chicago because my mother had uncles and a
sister in Chicago and the rest is history!

NHS Spotlight
An Interview with
Dr. Marilyn Prodromos
Dr. Marilyn
Prodromos is
from Elefsina,
Greece. She
currently resides
in Chicago,
Illinois with her
husband, Dr.
Chadwick
Prodromos, and
two daughters,
Lexy and
Stephany. She is
a member of the National Hellenic Society,
serving as both a Chicago Chapter Co-Chair and
as a member of the Program Committee. Dr.
Prodromos attended the University of Illinois
before entering the combined Biology
Master's/Doctor of Dental Surgery program at
Loyola University of Chicago where she received
her DDS degree. After graduation, she was
selected into the Dental surgery residency at
Rush Presbyterian St. Luke's Medical Center
where she also served as Instructor in the
Department of Dental Surgery. She subsequently
entered the private practice of Dentistry. She
currently limits her dental practice to the study
and treatment of Temporomandibular Joint
Disorders. She also performs facial rejuvenation
work using Stem Cell technology that not only
restores the skin of the face and neck but also
helps treat TMD associated muscular pain. She is
the co-founder of the TMD institute with Dr.
Chadwick Prodromos MD.
Where in Greece is your family from?
I was born in Elefsina, 11 kilometers northwest
of Athens. Elefsina is known for its ruins and
was the site of the Eleusinian Mysteries and the
site where Demeter’s daughter, Persephone had
been abducted by Hades. My father was in the
Royal Navy of Greece; we came to the USA
when I was five years old to escape the Junta
after the exile of King Constantine. We came to
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How and why did you get involved with the
NHS?
We were invited to attend an NHS reception and
then invited at that time to join the NHS by
founding member Dr. George Korkos. They were
and are an amazing group and great Parea!
As a leader in the NHS, what program or
project are you most passionate about and
why?
I love the NHS and the HG program, but, I would
really love to foster and grow the 25 to 40-yearold segment of our membership. These are the
young professionals that are coming up in the
community and ARE the future of the NHS.
What inspired you to found the TMJ
institute?
There are millions of people with TMJ pain and
dysfunction. As a licensed dentist, and having
completed a dental surgery residency, I was
trained to deal with TMJ patients, at least to some
degree. However, overall, TMJ disorders are not
emphasized in dental school because this is a
joint disorder and requires a different skill set
than what is involved in most of dentistry. In
addition, outside of the provision of mouthguards which are often ineffective, there had not
been effective treatments. Also, these patients
often have high pain levels which can be difficult
to manage, and associated head and neck
symptoms which are less familiar to practicing
dentists. Taken together this has tended to
produce some level of discomfort among dentists
in dealing with these patients. And, in addition,
there is not really a specialty among medical
doctors that focuses on TMJ. Therefore, these
patients often suffer greatly and have nowhere to
turn. As I will discuss below, I felt that emerging
laser and stem cell/platelet rich plasma (PRP)
technologies could make a difference.
How do you see Stem Cell Therapy becoming
more integrated into and improving patient
care? and How do you see today’s
advancements in research effecting your
practice and dental therapies?
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Stem Cell and PRP technology has provided a
leap forward in the treatment of joint and socalled connective tissue disorders, and really in
all areas of medicine: autoimmune diseases,
cancer, retinal disease and much more. My
husband, Orthopaedic Surgeon Chadwick
Prodromos, is a national leader in this area and I
have worked with him in his research. There is
evidence from overseas of great efficacy in the
treatment of TMJ disorders with this technology.
I founded the TMJ Institute to provide a place in
the United States where this treatment, could be
made available.

first day and was able to be discharged four days
later – confirming our diagnosis. Her heartening
words to me at that time were “Doctor, you saved
my life.” What is most interesting is that,
although she was referred to me for an apparent
TMJ problem, this was a false finding since her
real problem was osteonecrosis and infection of
the adjacent jaw and not the adjacent TMJ itself.
By specializing in this area and focusing on it,
however, we were able to figure this out and it
was the diagnosis that really was the important
issue here. Helping patients like this best
illustrates why we founded the TMJ Institute.

There is also evidence of efficacy using so called
Low Level Laser treatment for TMJ. This is laser
light of a type that does not produce heat but
promotes healing and decreases inflammation and we are one of the only centers to offer this
treatment as well. I should add that it is useful to
have a skilled Orthopaedic Surgeon, my husband,
available for consultation, for some of the related
disorders these patients often have.

How do you maintain balance in life?
My family is my overriding priority. However
“Παν μέτρον άριστον” “Pan metron ariston”:
“Everything in moderation” is a principle that
helps me keep perspective.

Please discuss a project or accomplishment
that you consider to be the most significant in
your career.
It is hard to pick one that is most significant. But
my job and satisfaction comes from helping
patients I see, and this recent example was very
meaningful to me. One month ago an 82 year old
woman, still working full time, was referred to
me with terrible worsening apparent TMJ pain
after a dental extraction six months prior. I was
the seventh doctor she had seen. The others,
dentist, periodontist, oral surgeon, internist and
two ENT doctors, were not sure why she hurt and
were not able to help her. She could not eat due
to pain and could barely talk. Her jaw was very
swollen, her blood count had dropped. She was
weak and gaunt. We performed advanced MRI
and CT imaging that showed extensive
destruction of her jaw usually seen only with
cancer or infection. After doing some research
we found that it likely represented osteonecrosis
of the jaw from the osteoporosis drug Prolia with
secondary infection with unusual bacteria. She
was declining rapidly and we feared she would
have a catastrophic event such that we admitted
her to the hospital where she was treated with i.v.
antibiotics. She improved dramatically after the
The Agora

What advice do you have for young
professionals?
Your best satisfaction will come from doing your
job well. All professions are worthwhile,
interesting and rewarding if practiced at a high
level. The ancient Greek concept of “Arete”
(Greek: ἀρετή), essentially means excellence of
any kind. To the ancient Greeks, this concept of
excellence was synonymous with the fulfillment
of purpose or function: living up to your full
potential. This should be your professional goal.

“Ἀρετή”
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What’s New?
Anthony Kanelidis
HG 2010
In May of 2017,

Anthony graduated from
the University of Miami
Miller School of
Medicine. In June of
2017, he started his Internal Medicine residency
at the University of Chicago in Chicago, Illinois.
Christina Kazazian
HG 2010

In April of 2017,
Christina started a new
job at Tufts Medical
Center in Boston, MA.
Christina works as an
inpatient clinical pharmacist taking care of
patients during their hospital course. She rounds
with the Adult Renal Service and helps manage
patients' medications, monitors labs, and
facilitates a smooth discharge back home.
Christina is excited to work in a large teaching
hospital in bustling downtown Boston where
there is always opportunity to balance work and
fun.

Adam Stathis
HG 2010

In May of 2017, Adam
graduated from Hofstra
Northwell School of
Medicine. In June of
2017, Adam started his Pediatrics residency
at Nicklaus Children’s Hospital in Miami,
Florida.
The Agora

Albert Scerbo
HG 2014

In January of 2017,
Albert Scerbo joined
the GreenLight Fund,
a Boston-based
venture philanthropy
organization which identifies and imports the
nation’s best social innovations to the
communities that most need them. As part of
GreenLight’s National team, Albert supports the
organization’s development and communications
efforts across all six existing sites (Boston,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, Cincinnati, Detroit,
and Charlotte) as well as the organization’s
national and expansion work.

Vickie Poulimenos
HG 2016

In May of 2017,
Vickie graduated from
the University of
North Carolina Kenan-Flagler Business School
with her BA in Management and Society. In July
of 2017, Vickie started as Assistant Trade
Marketing Manager at Newell Brands where she
promotes brand and sales strategies for
Rubbermaid product lines supporting all channels
of distribution.

Please let us know what is new with you so
we can share it with the group! Contact us
here.
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Op Ed:
“This is the Greek Culture”

I am lucky that everyone I have met, everything I
have
seen, can be accredited to
The bonds I made when testing out the language
on my tongue.
It can be certified by the hugs I shared on
balconies
while telling stories
That will exist a lifetime,
Because none of us will ever forget them.
This is everything I have been blessed to see.
The people are beautiful and strong.
They carry distinct features of their heritage,
Between dark hair and smiles,
And I cannot see where I have gone wrong.
I have sacrificed sleep here. I have forgotten 5:00
dinners.

“This is the Greek Culture"
Sister,
We come from a people that live by the water.
The mountains are daringly beautiful and cascade
into
the sky to tower over everyone.
But they are not monstrous, they are scaled to
perfection
with low towering plants to show off the beauty
and shape of the mountain. The houses are
clustered and scattered and never overbearing.
They all have little orange rooftops. The water
extends into forever and is flat and gorgeous, and
in the distance you
can still see the next mountain. Pictures will
never describe what I am trying to explain.

I have learned that if something doesn’t get done,
maybe
it wasn’t meant to get done.
I am looking at the airplane as it is flying over the
Atlantic Ocean.
And my experience will only start making sense
after.
Where does Greece belong?
There are many ways I could answer that,
But truly the only important answer is that
Greece belongs in my heart.
One day we will all be reunited with all the
people we
have come to love,
And it will be beautiful.

By the beach we can swim out far
Lay in the sand and stare at the stars
Part of me is forever there, never caring if we
make it
back.
The food is rich. Everything is fresh, and the man
you
buy your fruits from at the market
Will throw in extra cherries because he is
generous. When we get coffee,
Instead of saying “I’m tired.”
We say “I need to see you. I miss you”
This is the Greek Culture.
And it would be nothing without the people.

The Agora

By: Alexandra Papoutsis
HG 2017
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Op Ed: Boston Event a Talk
with Dr. Robert Green
In the 1997 film
GATTACA, Ethan
Hawke lives in a
futuristic world
where genetic
testing and editing
allows parents to
ensure that their
children will be
born without the
risk of serious hereditary genetic disorders.
Nervous parents are able to secure a future where
their children are not at risk for heart disease and
can even ensure that their children might grow up
to be Olympic champions.
In March, NHS’s Boston chapter hosted a talk by
Dr. Robert C. Green, Director of the G2P
program at Brigham and Women’s Hospital, who
suggested that not only is this sci-fi world
possible, it’s actually already here. The Genomes
to People program (G2P) – a joint initiative
between Brigham and Women’s Hospital,
Harvard Medical University and Partners
Healthcare – conducts research around the
medical, behavioral and economic outcomes
associated with the implementation of genomic
medicine.
He’s hopeful about the benefits it can provide:
doctors are better informed about what
medications may cause an allergic reaction in a
patient; genetic sequencing can predict hereditary
diseases like early onset Alzheimer’s; and a
number of biotech firms have already shown
incredibly promising results in cancer treatment
for people with certain genetic markers.

program in the abstract rather than applied to
their bouncing bundle of joy.
Then, still there are questions of how this might
affect the business and policy world. If a test can
say with precision what the likelihood of diabetes
is, how can you possibly qualify for a low-risk
pool for health insurance if that percentage is
high? What percentage means you’re not
qualified for health insurance at all? It’s for this
reason that Dr. Green is a board member of the
Council for Responsible Genetics, which
facilitates and researches the impact that genetic
medicine might have.

“…not only is this sci-fi
world possible, it’s actually
already here.”
It will take some time to navigate the complex
ethical questions genetic medicine raises and how
they balance with the very tangible miracles it
can create. But the takeaway of the evening is
that it’s not a question of should we have the
conversation – good or bad, the box is already
opened and translational genomics is here to stay.
By: Albert Scerbo
HG 2014

But like any technology, it’s important not to
view these advances in genetic technology with
rose-colored glasses. Despite the benefits, Dr.
Green noted real difficulties that come with
knowing with such certainty. He’s seen an
aversion to such technology from many new
parents. Some found it easier to approve of the
The Agora
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Op Ed: Sustainable Fashion
I‘ve been
passionate about
the environment
for as long as I
remember, but it
wasn’t until
college that I
realized it was
something that I
wanted to further
integrate into my
life. While
teaching myself more about living sustainably, I
simultaneously started working in retail, and it
was then that I discovered how interested I am in
fashion, more specifically, sustainable fashion.
Sustainable fashion encompasses fashion that
puts sustainability at their forefront by reducing
waste, using recycled fabrics, reducing water
consumption, using low energy manufacturing
methods, and the like. Sustainable fashion can
also include fair trade fashion, sourcing material
responsibly, as exploitation is a significant
problem within the industry.
The importance to turn to sustainable fashion is
supported by the staggering waste and pollution
statistics attributed to the fashion
industry. Greenpeace has noted
that it takes 2,700 liters of water
to make just one t-shirt; that an
estimated 400 billion square
meters of textile are produced
annually, of which 60 billion
square meters are left on the
cutting room floor; that three out
of four garments will end up in
landfills or be incinerated; and
that hazardous chemicals used in
manufacturing end up in water
pipe discharges, as well as
emissions in air and solid waste.
In 2011, Greenpeace launched a
Detox campaign to challenge
companies to become more transparent about
their manufacturing processes and to remove
hazardous chemicals from all steps of production
by 2020, with the hope that this will reduce toxic
water pollution around the world.
The Agora

Several companies have taken steps to meet this
challenge; and I try to support those brands as
well as other brands that align with taking steps
to mitigate other environmental issues of
importance to me.
I have been lucky enough to collaborate with
some of those brands, including Fair Anita,
Wristponsible, The Fab Collective, and Marie
Hell. These collaborations have either consisted
of interviews or product reviews. Typically, I am
sent a product in exchange for an honest review
on my blog. It's really nice because it helps me
discover more brands and share them with other
people. It is important to partner with brands that
I truly connect with and admire rather than any
company that comes my way.

“Living a more eco-friendly
life doesn’t have to be
challenging or inconvenient!”
I started my blog as a way to learn more about the
sustainable fashion industry and to share that
information with others. I never expected to learn
so much and discover so many amazing brands!
My blog has helped me realize just how big the
sustainable fashion community is and
how many inspiring brands are out
there making a difference. My
passion for the environment and
importance of sustainability goes
beyond my blog and sustainable
fashion; I am now trying to focus on
living sustainably as a whole. Living
an eco-friendlier life doesn’t have to
be challenging or inconvenient! I
firmly believe that with small
changes that we can make to our
daily lives, we would have a lasting
impact on our planet, and I hope to
help others see that too.

By: Kendra Scruggs
HG 2014
http://www.kendrascruggs.com/
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Op-Ed: NC Chapter
Kick-off Social Event
This past April the Heritage
Greece Alumni in North
Carolina held our first
organized meeting as a
chapter. For our kickoff
event in this region we met
at Kipos, a Greek
restaurant located in
downtown Chapel Hill. As
most of us were spread
across the different years of
Heritage Greece this was a great chance to
connect and forge new and lasting relationships
with each other based on our shared experiences.
It was wonderful to have the opportunity to come
together, but more importantly to be able to
reinforce the idea that Heritage Greece does not
end once you return from Greece. The alumni
that were present ranged all the way from the
inaugural trip to the most recent trip back to the
beautiful place we all share roots to.
With the events taking place within the NHS and
HG community typically being farther away it
can be difficult for those of us in places like
North Carolina to attend regularly simply because
of distance. Most of the alumni in the area want
to be involved and those that were able to attend
agreed that having a regional chapter in North
Carolina is going to go a long way in making that
possible.
We all
enjoyed the
chance to
come
together as
a group and
spent the
majority of
our dinner
enjoying our parea. We did spend some time
during the dinner to take the chance to discuss
some of the current events and projects going on
within the organization. Currently, we are
planning our second meeting as a group and the
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hope is that we can have the opportunity to reach
others in our region by meeting in Charlotte, NC.
This would allow those that were unable to join
us in Chapel Hill to get involved- expanding our
chapter to include all the North Carolina alumni.
By: Tim Clark – HG Alum 2013,
North Carolina Regional Co-Chair

NHS Corner Continued
What the Grandparents Chose to Forget,
the Grandchildren Choose to Remember
Cultural identity for
our Greek
immigrant forebears
was involuntary
thrust upon them
and tempered by the
security and
familiarity of ethnic
institutions and
organizations,
which were
established in
America to
maintain and share
a shared identity
and feeling of being
connected to one’s Greek roots and to Greece.
The Greek Orthodox Church served multifaceted
roles as a refuge of faith and springboard to the
outside world, binding the community together
through shared ethnic and religious ties.
As Greek immigrants succeeded their
progeny, they achieved substantial success in
assimilating into the mainstream propelled
forward. This resulted in the shedding of their
Greek identity, even changing their names to
sound more “American,” to demonstrate a shift
towards mainstream views of self-identity.
Today, the Greek American community is more
“American” than Greek -- intercultural and
interfaith families are the norm rather than
exception. Regarding oneself as “Greek” is no
longer an automatic given, but a matter of choice
competing amongst a marketplace of choices of
who/what we are.
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If we as leaders of Hellenic organizations
are to successfully pass on the paradosis of
Hellenic heritage and identity beyond an
intellectual and/or existential appreciation of the
same, we need a dramatic shift in approach from
the status quo. Metaphorically speaking, we live
in a digital world while most organizations, even
in business, offer-up analog solutions to a
customer base that they have permanently lost.
It is these realities that spurred a group of
highly successful Greek American leaders to
ponder about solutions leading to the
establishment of the National Hellenic Society
(NHS). The NHS is a modern-day organization
drawing together successful individuals who
share and celebrate the common bond of Hellenic
heritage. Success in their professional and
business lives translates to a willingness to be
think outside the box and develop mission
oriented approaches to the challenges they face.
This approach scales and extends into the NHS’
way of conducting its affairs and programs.
The NHS’ signature program is the
Heritage Greece Program®. It was developed
with the American College of Greece (ACG) in
Athens, and it is a two-week cultural and
educational immersion experience shared with
students from ACG. This year, the NHS
sponsored 62 Greek American college students
on the Heritage Greece Program, who shared
their experience with 15 Greek students from
ACG. The best two-word description of the
program from the alumni is simply life changing.
This is borne from the empirical studies
undertaken for the past eight years and personal
observations of alumni.
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The NHS developed the Heritage Greece
Alumni Network to engage the alumni as they
finish college and head into the workforce. This
idea is embodied in the ancient Greek word of
paideia, which is a long-term commitment toward
the advancement of these young people in their
careers as citizens and ambassadors of Hellenic
heritage. Being part of the Heritage Greece
Program is being part of the extended NHS
family with lifelong benefits and a substantial
return on the NHS’ investment.
Thanks to the George and Judy Marcus Family
Foundation and the Behrakis Foundation, the
NHS co-sponsored This is America & the World
Visits Greece -- a three-part series featuring
seasoned journalist Dennis Wholey. Part II of
This is America Visits Greece includes a profiles
on the National Hellenic Society, American
College of Greece, and Heritage Greece Program
on location in Greece. Some highlights of the
episode include interviews with several Heritage
Greece participants and the President of the
American College of Greece. The series will be
broadcast on PBS stations nationwide: Part I on
Sunday, July 9, Part II on Sunday, July 16, and
Part Episode III on Sunday, July 23. It will be
distributed worldwide on the Voice of America
network.
By Art Dimopoulos,
Executive Director, National Hellenic Society
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